Spindle poisons induce allelic loss in mouse lymphoma cells through mitotic non-disjunction.
Aneuploidy is an important contributor to reproductive failure and tumor development. It arises spontaneously or as a result of exposure to aneugenic agents through non-disjunction. Two spindle poisons, colchicine (COL) and vinblastine (VBL) are mutagenic in the mouse lymphoma assay (MLA), a gene mutation assay that targets the heterozygous thymidine kinase (tk) gene on chromosome 11 in mouse lymphoma L5178Y tk+/- 3.7.2c cells. To investigate the mechanisms of spindle poison mutagenesis, we analyzed the COL- and VBL-induced TK mutants at the molecular and cytogenetic level. Loss of heterozygosity (LOH) analysis employing a microsatellite region within the tk locus revealed that almost all mutants had lost the functional tk allele. To determine the extent of the LOH, we further examined LOH mutants for heterozygosity at nine microsatellite loci spanning the entire chromosome 11. Interestingly, every microsatellite marker showed LOH in all COL- and VBL-induced LOH mutants, suggesting that these mutants were generated by loss of the whole chromosome 11 through mitotic non-disjunction. Chromosome painting analysis supported this hypothesis; there were no mutants showing structural changes such as deletions or translocations involving chromosome 11. In contrast, spontaneous TK mutants followed from point mutations, deletions and recombinational events as well as whole chromosome loss. Our present study indicates that spindle poisons induce mutations through mitotic non-disjunction without structural DNA changes and supports a possible mechanism in which a recessive mutation mediated by aneuploidy may develop tumors.